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Abstract

Background In the context of an outbreak the natural boundaries of islands can

allow for control of movements between populations. We estimate the risk of

introduction of COVID-19 to each of the Hebridean islands situated off the west

coast of mainland Scotland due to individual movements, and explore control

strategies to mitigate this risk.

Methods We use a combination of real human mobility data and census data

to generate seasonally varying patterns of human movements amongst the

Hebrides and from elsewhere. We consider three distinct periods: each of summer

and winter 2019, illustrating a year prior to the pandemic, and summer 2020

illustrating a “pandemic summer”. Movements during these periods serve as

input to simulate COVID-19 transmission from the mainland to the archipelago

in a stochastic meta-population model allowing us to explore the impact of

seasonal variations on the risk of introduction and the effectiveness of

non-pharmaceutical interventions.

Results Despite strong seasonality in movement patterns, partly driven by

tourism, for islands closely connected to the mainland there is evidence of

substantial risk of disease introduction even over winter.

In summer, when the risk is the highest, some islands can delay the

introduction of COVID-19 by over six weeks, i.e. beyond the summer holiday

period, through a 70% reduction of movements.

Conclusion A high introduction risk in winter will be of particular concern if

COVID-19 becomes a seasonal respiratory infection affecting temperate areas in

winter concomitantly with other seasonal infections such as flu.

For some islands, control of movements in peak summer tourist season has the

potential for delaying the introduction risk beyond the summer holiday period,

i.e. beyond a period of high mobility of people, potentially inducing a risk for

rapid spread. Such measures would be particularly relevant in the occurrence of a

variant escaping the vaccine given the current progress of the vaccine roll-out.

However, such restrictions must be balanced against indirect negative economic

impacts that might result.

Keywords: mobility data; COVID-19 introduction; stochastic simulations;

seasonality; Hebrides

Background

Numerous viruses causing respiratory diseases that have been responsible for large

epidemics in the past were identified as a pandemic threat (MERS, SARS, In-

fluenza.... Reperant and Osterhaus (2017)). In December 2019, the first cases of

pneumonia due to the new virus SARS-Cov-2, now called COVID-19, were identi-

fied. The virus rapidly spread to Europe including Scotland, where the first death

mailto:rowland.kao@ed.ac.uk
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was recorded on March 16th 2020 (National Records of Scotland, 2020a). Follow-

ing the introduction and spread of the virus, the first lockdown was declared on

March 23rd 2020. Since then the virus has continuously spread within the (United

Kingdom) UK, at various levels. The first lockdown proved effective at reducing

the circulation to a very low level (National Records of Scotland, 2020b). The rise

in cases following the lifting of the restrictions in July 2020 was mostly due to

importation (Lycett et al., 2021), showing that within the course of the epidemic,

re-introduction of viruses between communities may play an important role and

controlling these re-introductions may be key to reducing the spread and therefore

the impact.

The geographical context of islands and their natural boundaries might have an

impact on how the disease spreads compared to the mainland. In addition, in the

context of a respiratory disease spread by movement of people, the natural bound-

aries of islands make measurement of the flow of people entering the islands, or

circulating between the islands easier. It also potentially allows for a better control

of flow between populations. With regards to COVID-19, New Zealand illustrated

an example of how to take advantage of the geographic isolation to locally eliminate

a pathogen (Cousins, 2020).

Modelling approaches can help us better understand the importation risk taking

into account movement pattern and disease process. Such methods have been used

in various contexts such as the Ebola epidemic in 2014 (Poletto et al., 2014), and

for influenza epidemics (Mateus et al., 2014), and have shown that movement re-

strictions can only delay the introduction but not prevent it, unless movements are

suppressed. Whilst facing the spread of a new virus, every week allows for a better

understanding of the disease dynamic, for potentially better treatments and inter-

ventions, or even a larger vaccine coverage of the population. In such a situation it

might be useful to delay the introduction, even for a short period of time, as the

breadth of knowledge and means are rapidly growing.

In Scotland, most of the cases and deaths due to COVID-19 have occurred in the

most densely populated part of the country, called the central belt. The Scottish

isles have been less affected by COVID-19, although multiple introductions of the

virus have occurred. Movements between Scotland mainland and the isles experience

high seasonal variations due to tourism and seasonal workers. Our objective was

to assess the risk of introducing a respiratory disease such as COVID-19 in the

Hebrides, an archipelago off the west coast of mainland Scotland according to flow

of people. We estimated the short-term risk of introduction in summer vs. winter

prior to the pandemic situation using data from 2019, and highlighted the change

of risk between seasons. We then considered the summer 2020 illustrating a peak

season period within the pandemic and estimated the risk of introduction as well

as the impact of movement restrictions on this risk. Finally we explored control

scenarios based on movement restrictions and Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions

(NPIs) inducing a mitigation of contacts between individuals and therefore disease

transmission.
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Methods

Data and model

Data

To be able to reproduce the pattern of movement relevant to disease spread from the

mainland to the islands we combined publicly available data with data provided by

transport companies. The Census Flow Data is an official statistics and corresponds

to the number of people moving between declared home locations and workplace

locations. This data is available online for academic institutions (UK data service,

2011). The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) publishes monthly reports providing

number of passengers between airport (Civil Aviation Authority, 2020). Skye is

the single island in our study having a road link to the mainland. Transport Scot-

land shared with us statistics on direct vehicle movements into the Islands system

via Skye bridge traffic, providing a number of cars in each direction per hour be-

tween January 2019 and December 2020. Finally the ferry company (Caledonian

MacBrayne, or ”Calmac”) operating between 19 islands of the Hebrides provided

number of passengers per ferry on scheduled routes between January 2019 and

October 2020.

Figure 1: Map showing the Hebrides location (left hand-side) and the superimposed

networks between islands (right hand-side). Bottom left map from Google maps

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/united+kingdom/, top left and right hand-

side maps produced with QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2020) and R (R Core

Team, 2020) respectively.

We used these data to construct a combined network at the output area (OA) level.

The output area is an administrative unit containing approximately 50 inhabitants.

Fig. 1 shows the location of Scotland and the Hebrides, as well as an aggregation

of the three networks at the island level superimposed with a map.

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/united+kingdom/
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Since we considered a combination of data collected in real time and data from

the 2011 census, we expected some movements to appear in more than one of

the datasets. To avoid overestimating movement volumes, we calculated the edge

weights, considering only the largest volume between the census data or the ferry

and bridge data. We assumed that there is no overlap between airline data and

census data, as individuals are unlikely to commute regularly by air.

Large seasonal variation in volumes were clear in 2019, as well as large changes in

volume due to restrictions in 2020 (see Fig. 2). When we constructed our combined

network, we therefore considered three sets of weights for the edges compatible with

three periods: summer 2019, winter 2019, and summer 2020. These three periods

reflect different situations: summer and winter 2019 illustrate the seasonal variation

in a typical year, whereas summer 2020 represents a holiday period during the

pandemic with no movement restrictions in Scotland (ISSN International Centre,

2020).

Figure 2: Variation of passenger and car volume over time. The green dashed lines

show the date at which the lockdown was instigated and the date of phase 3 of

lifting restrictions, when movements were allowed

While there may be some overlap, each dataset contained differing information:

the ferry data contained a number of passengers from port to port per date and

time, the airline data contained a monthly volume between pairs of airports, the

Skye bridge data provides a number of cars per hour of the day from January 2019

to December 2020. To homogenise the data and construct between-OA movements

of individuals, we processed the data as described below:

• Ferry: to transform port to port data into OA to OA, if movements exist

between the two islands in the census, we increased the values of existing

routes to match the ferry data volume as we expected these to represent the

minimum true volume. We picked amongst the existing routes with a prob-

ability proportional to the relative commute traffic volume. If there were no

existing connections between the islands in the commute census, we uniformly

distributed to OAs on each island.
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• Skye bridge: we assumed that there was one passenger per vehicle in winter.

We further assumed that the increase in passenger flow over the bridge be-

tween seasons is proportional to the increase of passengers on ferry routes (on

average 1.9x the volume). This is consistent with Transport Scotland statistics

where the average occupancy of car in 2018 was found to be 1.5 (Transport

Scotland, 2018); whilst our assumed winter and summer passenger volumes re-

sults is averaging 1.45 passengers per vehicle. The increased volume was then

distributed between existing OA-OA routes in the census from the mainland

to Skye with a probability proportional to the commute volume.

• Airline: no overlap with other sources of data was considered, movements

from port to port were distributed between OAs using the same approach as

for the ferry data.

Model

We used a stochastic network meta-population model, where each node represented

an output area. Within each node we split the population into three age groups ([0-

17), [17-70), and 70+) with populations derived from census data (Scotland’s Cen-

sus, 2011). We modelled the disease state of each node’s population with a stochastic

compartmental model including a latent (E) state, asymptomatic (A2), presymp-

tomatic (A) and symptomatic (I) infectious states, and subsequent hospitalised(H),

recovered (R) or dead (D) states (schematic representation in Fig. 3).

To drive within-node infectious dynamics, we derived contact rates between in-

dividuals from age-structured mixing matrices based on survey data. For contacts

before the pandemic we used POLYMOD matrices (Mossong et al., 2017), gathered

before the pandemic, and for contacts during the pandemic we used CoMix matrices

(Jarvis et al., 2020) gathered during the pandemic. The CoMix matrix we used gave

a mean of 6 contacts per individual per day overall, consistent with other estimates

of the highest mean number of contacts in the UK during the pandemic Christopher

Jarvis, Amy Gimma, Kerry Wong, Kevin Van Zandvoort, John Edmunds (2020).

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the compartmental model.

Further details regarding the implementation of the infection process in the model

and the parameter values used are exposed in appendix.
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Variation in the risk of introduction

We defined the risk of introduction before time t as the probability that at least

one individual had entered one of the disease states (E, A, A2, I) before or at

time t. As in Fig. 2, volumes of movements exhibited high variations depending

on circumstances. The variation in risk of introduction between a typical summer

and winter using the data from 2019 was therefore first explored. These periods

being prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the average number of contacts between

individuals is defined by the POLYMOD age mixing matrix. A fixed prevalence was

assumed on the mainland of 1%, which is approximately the prevalence estimated in

Scotland by the ONS survey at the end of 2020 (ONS, 2020). We ran 200 simulations

considering the winter edge weights and the summer edge weights respectively. As

we are interested in short-term forecast here, the risk of introduction of the virus

was calculated per island at 30 days after the start of the simulation, in summer

and in winter.

We investigated statistical correlation of the introduction risk with network met-

rics, such as in-flow, closeness, betweenness, and length of the shortest path to

mainland. The in-flow is the sum of the weights of incoming links (Wasserman

et al., 1994). The closeness is the average of the shortest path length from the node

to every other node in the network (Freeman, 1978). The betweenness is the fre-

quency with which a node is in the shortest path between pairs of nodes (Freeman,

1978). The shortest path between an island and the mainland in the weighted net-

work is the path which minimises the sum of the inverse of the weights (here, the

weights represent closeness, consequently the inverse of the weights are interpreted

as a distance). The shortest path length is the sum of the inverse of the link weights

which form the shortest path. We also considered other indicators such as popula-

tion size, and the health and access domains of the Scottish Multiple Deprivation

Index (SIMD, Scottish Government (2020)). SIMD is a relative measure of depri-

vation across datazones (DZs, which are areas containing approximately 500-1000

residents) in Scotland. SIMD looks at the extent to which an area is deprived across

seven domains including health and access. The higher the score, the more deprived

the area. The access domain is representative of the connectedness of the area tak-

ing into account drive or public transport travel time to facilities such as school,

GP... The health domain measure the healthiness of the population. It has been

shown to have a potential influence on COVID-19 mortality (Banks et al., 2020).

Mitigation of the introduction risk

Relative importance of movement types

We used data from the summer 2020 to illustrate the movement pattern of a “pan-

demic summer”, where no travel restrictions were in place at the national level

(ISSN International Centre, 2020). Despite the absence of restrictions the volumes

of passengers between the islands was twice as low as the previous year, according

to the ferry data. This can be explained by the implementation of quarantine for

international travel in Scotland, which can discourage international movements, in

addition to a change in behaviour (Brinkman et al., 2020).

The risk of introduction before time t was defined as the probability that at least

one individual has entered one of the disease states (E, A, A2, I) before time t or
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at time t. To assess the importance of connections with neighbouring islands, we

compared the conditional probability that an island k was infected given that one

of its neighbours in the network was infected, with the probability the island k was

infected.

The following notations were used to define the events of interest:

• event Ik,t: “introduction of COVID-19 on island k before or at time t”

• event Nk,t: “introduction of COVID-19 on one of the neighbours of island k

before or at time t”

The probability of introduction of COVID-19 on island k before time t, P (Ik,t),

was calculated as the ratio between the number of simulations with introduction in

k before time t and the number of simulations.

The probability of introduction of COVID-19 on island k before time t given

that COVID-19 has been introduced on at least one of the neighbouring islands

P (Ik,t|Nk,t) was calculated as the number of simulations with introduction in k

and any neighbour of k before time t divided by the number of simulations with

introduction in any neighbour of k before time t,
P (Ik,t∩Nk,t)

P (Nk,t)
.

We ran simulations considering the “summer 2020” level of movements and a mean

of 6 contacts per person and day, and calculated the values of these two probabilities

over time. To highlight any dependence between the probability for an island to get

infected, and the probability for one of its neighbours to get infected, we compared

P (Ik) and P (Ik|Nk). Finally, we considered situations in which restrictions would

induce a reduction of 50% of the volume of movements from the mainland only, or

a 50% reduction of movements from the mainland and between the islands. In the

latter a larger volume of movements was therefore removed. We compared the effect

of these two scenarios on the risk of introduction per island over time.

Delay in introduction according to restriction level

To assess the effect of movement restrictions on the risk of introduction, we com-

pared the spread of COVID-19 obtained from simulations of the model with and

without movement reductions. We focused on short-term projections and calculated

the probability of case importation per island predicted after 30 days of simulation

in the baseline scenario without movement restrictions. We then computed the time

delay needed to reach the same value of introduction probability per island in sim-

ulations with movement restrictions.

We ran two scenarios considering a decrease of the movement volume from the

mainland of 50% or 70%. We tested correlation between the number of movements

removed and the delay observed in virus introduction per island.

Summary of the COVID-19 cases on the islands

We compared our results to PCR test results data from PHS (PHS, 2020), which

provides per test performed the date of the test and the home DZ of the person

tested. We tested the correlation between the number of months per island having

at least one positive test and the probability of introduction calculated at 30 days

in the “summer 2020” simulations.
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Exploring control scenarios

We explored scenarios of control after introduction, with the aim at comparing

the effect of controlling movements between OAs, as compared to controlling the

number of contacts within OA, as well as the combination of these two measures.

Table 1: Table summarising the measures implemented for control in each scenario.

Scenario 1a Scenario 1b Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Movement No movement
reduction

Movements
from the main-
land reduced by
50%

Movements
from the main-
land reduced by
50%

All movements
reduced by 50%

Mean contacts 3 3 - 2.6

Our baseline was summer 2020, when the average number of contacts per individ-

ual per day was 6. In the different scenarios, the simulation started with the same

disease parameters and movement network as the baseline. Control measures were

implemented at 20 days. We considered, in scenario 1a, a decrease of the number

of contacts from 6 to 3, which corresponds to the decrease observed in England

when all public places inducing mixing were closed except for schools (Jarvis et al.,

2021). In scenario 1b, we considered movement restrictions, applied to movement

from the mainland only alongside contact mitigation. In scenario 2, we explored the

effect of controlling the movements from the mainland alone by reducing them by

50%. Finally the scenario 3 simulated a lockdown-like situation, decreasing average

number of contacts down to 2.6, similar to observations in March 2020 (Jarvis et al.,

2020, 2021), and all movements reduced by 50%.

To compare the impact of these measures, for each scenario we reported the

distribution of the number of individuals across simulations who has been infected

in the whole of the Hebrides.

Results

Comparison of seasonal risks

The risk of importation to an island was estimated as the probability that at least

one island inhabitant had become infected at 30 days of simulation or before. We

first assessed correlations between introduction risk and network metrics in summer

and winter, as well as with population size and two domains of the SIMD (Cf

Table 2).

In-flow as weighted in-degree and shortest path length to mainland as minimum

geodesic distance to the mainland were the measures showing the strongest cor-

relation to risk. All other variables were significantly correlated apart from the

betweenness and closeness. The variable access showed a negative correlation with

the risk of introduction (−0.67 in winter, p-value 0.002, −0.65 in summer p-value

0.003), which is expected, since a higher access score means a longer driving/public

transport time to facilities such as GP, schools or post office, i.e. poorer access. The

variable health showed a positive correlation with the introduction risk in winter

(0.54 p-value 0.022), indicating that areas with poorer health could be exposed to

higher risk of introduction in winter.
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Table 2: Spearman correlation between introduction risk and network metrics, pop-

ulation size, health and access domains from SIMD. (SPL: Shortest Path Length).

Variable Winter Summer

Correlation p-value Correlation p-value

In-Flow 0.78 < .001 0.73 < .001

SPL to mainland −0.75 < .001 −0.78 < .001

Population size 0.66 < .001 0.52 0.02

Access −0.67 0.002 −0.65 0.003

Health 0.54 0.022 0.41 0.09

Figure 4: Increase in introduction risk in summer by introduction risk in winter.

The area of the dot is proportional to the multiplying factor value between summer

inflow and winter inflow.

Fig. 4 shows the increase in introduction risk in summer compared to winter

plotted by introduction risk in winter. The area of the dot is proportional to the

ratio of passenger volume between summer and winter. Skye, Harris and Lewis,

Arran, Bute and Great Cumbrae showed a risk of introduction before 30 days close

to one in summer as well as in winter. Other islands showed a more dramatic change

in the risk between winter and summer. The most substantial change occurred in

Iona, where the risk of introduction before 30 days is 0.2 in winter and 0.82 in

summer.

Conditional probability and consequences for control

Relative importance of movements

Fig. 5 shows the probability for each island to introduce the virus over time (in

red), and the conditional probability for these islands to introduce the virus given
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Figure 5: Comparison of the probability of introduction in summer (red) and the

conditional probability of introduction (blue), with the probability of introduction

if all movements from mainland and between islands are reduced by 50% (light

green), or if only movements from the mainland are reduced by 50% (dark green).

Note that the curve appears purple if the blue and red curves are superimposed.

that at least one of their neighbour has introduced the virus (in blue). The limited

differences between the two probabilities suggest that the event introduction of

COVID-19 on island k before time t is independent to the event introduction of

COVID-19 on one of the neighbours of island k before time t.

Secondly the impact on the introduction risk of controlling certain movements is

evaluated: movements from the mainland and between islands concomitantly are

reduced by 50% (light green, scenario a), or movements from the mainland only are

reduced by 50% (dark green, scenario b) Fig. 5. Scenario a leads to a larger number

of movements being suppressed compared to scenario b. Despite a larger reduction

of movements in scenario a, the effect on introduction risk is very similar between

the two scenarios.

Delay observed following restrictions

We considered a reduction by 50% and 70% of the movements from the mainland,

where the summer 2020 constitutes the baseline of the scenario.

A cluster analysis using the k-means method allowed us to distinguish two groups

of islands (see Fig. 6), the clustering explaining 77.2% and 77.1% of the group’s

differences for the 50% and 70% reduction scenarios respectively. When movements
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Figure 6: Delay in days with movements reduced by 50% and 70% according to base-

line probability of introduction before 30 days. On the right hand-side the observed

decrease in movement between the summer 2020 and the winter 2019 is shown,

illustrating what could possibly be achieved by controlling summer movements.

were reduced by 50%, there was a strong linear correlation between the reduction

in the number of passengers and resulting delay in days (Pearson correlation 0.78,

p-value < .001) in the larger cluster of islands, as shown by the regression line. In

the smaller cluster, although the decrease in number of passengers is higher there

was nearly no delay in the introduction. This suggests that above a certain value,

changes in movement volume have little impact, as the risk of introduction remains

high.

The advantage of restricting movements varied between islands. For a number

of islands like Barra, Gigha, Colonsay, there might be a real advantage of doing

so, since we see a simulated delay of approximately two months. This means that

the restriction would postpone the introduction beyond the length of an average

summer holiday period, which also corresponds to a high risk period due to increased

tourism activities. Beyond this period, the risk would spontaneously decrease with

the seasonal decrease in movements.

Summary of the COVID-19 cases on the islands

COVID-19 has been introduced at several occasions on the islands since the start

of the pandemic. The color matrix Fig. 7 shows the number of positive tests per

island per month between March 2020 and February 2021. We assumed that positive

tests on different months potentially corresponded to independent introductions. We
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Figure 7: Heat-map showing the number of positive tests per month on each island

(left hand-side), and correlation between number of months with positive cases and

introduction risk (right hand-side).

showed that there was a positive correlation between the number of introductions

on each island and the baseline probability of introduction before 30 days calculated

for summer 2020 (Pearson correlation 0.81, p-value < .001).

Exploring control scenarios

Fig. 8 highlights the difference in the distribution of the number of individuals who

have been infected during the simulation according to the scenario considered.

Scenarios involving a reduction of the number of contact only (scenario 1a) were

more effective than scenarios involving control on movements only (scenario 1b).

This is to be expected as movements play an important role in spreading a disease to

new places, but for COVID-19 once the pathogen has been imported, the circulation

among smaller communities will be sufficient to sustain the epidemic provided that

the number of recovered and immune individuals remain low.

Scenario 1b which was a combination of scenario 1a and 2, results in fewer infected

individuals at the end of the simulation, but the decrease observed was not as great

as the decrease between the two individual scenarios. This indicates that there is

not a synergy when combining the two types of measure but some overlap in the

disease transmission effect induced by each of those.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the total number of individuals infected at the end of the

simulation in the Hebrides according to scenarios.

Discussion

Movements play a crucial role in the spread of respiratory disease between terri-

tories. Our study provides important information on the seasonal variation of risk

and effect of control measures that can help decision making and preparedness to

such events.

Our analysis on the seasonal variation of risk showed that a number of islands

(Skye, Bute, Arran, Great Cumbrae, Harris and Lewis) would have a high exposure

to COVID-19 introduction from the mainland in summers and winters should the

volumes of traffic be similar to “normal”, and the prevalence around 1% on the

mainland. For these islands the risk remains high even in winter when fewer people

are moving from the mainland and between islands. Yet COVID-19 might become

a seasonal respiratory infection (Audi et al., 2020) in temperate areas. In this case

annual epidemics of such respiratory disease would affect the human population in

the winter season, when environmental parameters and changes in human behav-

ior become more favourable for the spread (Moriyama et al., 2020). This would be

especially of concern since other respiratory infections circulate at the same time,

such as flu (Nelson and Holmes, 2007), which consequently increases the bed occu-

pancy during winter months (Bouscambert et al., 2015). The potential impact on

hospitals could be more severe in isolated areas like the Hebrides. In the UK, the

vaccination against COVID-19 should be completed over summer 2021 (UK Gov-

ernment, 2021), but the risk of the emergence of a new variant escaping the vaccine

will remain until then, and the risk of importation, beyond (Domingo and Perales,

2021, Koyama et al., 2020). If and when there is evidence of an escape mutant circu-

lating, additional measures in areas exposed to a higher risk should be considered.

Furthermore, the correlation between health index and introduction risk in winter

highlights that those islands the most at risk in winter are also the ones that are

the most deprived on the health level supporting the need for additional measures.
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Our results also showed that movements from the mainland are more likely to play

a role in the dissemination to new areas compared to movements from neighbour-

ing islands (see Fig. 5). Consequently, in order to mitigate the risk of COVID-19

importation to the islands, restriction measures could primarily focus on reducing

the passenger volume from the mainland but otherwise allowing continued traffic

between islands with no restrictions.

In addition when movements from the mainland are reduced by 50%, some islands

see the introduction of the virus delayed and the length of the delay is proportional

to the decrease in number of passengers visiting the island. However, for a few other

islands (Arran, Bute, Great Cumbrae, Mull and Skye) barely any delay is induced

by the movement reduction. It is important to note that since the chosen prevalence

on the mainland is 1%, if more than a thousand individuals are moving from the

mainland to one of the island every day, it means that the probability to infect

an individual on the island would be close to one every day. Therefore the islands

that are highly connected to the mainland and experiencing a higher risk would

not see any delay in the virus importation with a decrease of 50% of the mainland

movements, since the volume of movements remains high enough to induce a high

risk.

Finally our study suggests that the importation of the virus to the islands could

be delayed by up to two months if movements from the mainland were reduced by

70% compared to the volume observed in summer 2020. This delay of two months

should not be neglected in a period of massive vaccination. According to their

vaccine delivery plan, the UK aims at vaccinating at least 2 million people per week

from the end of January 2021 (UK Government, 2021). This means that any week of

delay not only corresponds to time saved, but also to a higher vaccination coverage

in the population. In addition, as the level of movements considered in the baseline

scenario corresponds to a summer holiday period, the results show that for some

islands a movement mitigation is likely to postpone the introduction of COVID-19

beyond the end of the holiday period, after which the risk will potentially decrease

with the lower seasonal winter volume of travel. For those islands which could benefit

from such a gain, it might be interesting to consider controlling movement during

holiday periods to maintain the risk at a low level.

The parameters used in the model were taken from other COVID-19 studies in the

UK or elsewhere. These parameters, especially the number of contacts per person

and per day was set as the same for all areas, whereas in reality some areas will

be more rural, less populated than others. These differences might be especially

important in the case of islands which are generally less populated. Using the same

parameters as the ones estimated in urban areas might introduce a bias. In addition

the prevalence on the mainland was arbitrarily fixed and does not take into account

the change in circulation level of COVID-19 over time. However, the calculated

probability of introduction before 30 days showed a strong correlation with the

number of months with positive tests on each of Hebrides, which reinforces the

confidence in the reliability of the method and the results.

Movement restrictions during peak periods might not be viable economically for

the islands. According to the National Plan for Scotland’s Islands published in 2019

by the Scottish government, sustainable economic development can be achieved
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through economic drivers such as marine activities, agriculture and crofting, fishing,

tourism and the food and drink industry (Scottish Government, 2019). Most of

these activities depend on free movement of people, essentially seasonal workers and

tourists. Further investigations into the economic impact of these restrictions would

have to be conducted to balance disease and economic risks for the population.

These impacts must be taken into account in policy decisions to insure the prosperity

of the island communities.

Conclusions

First, our results showed that Hebrides islands closely connected to the mainland

could be exposed to a high introduction risk even over winter when mobility of

people is low. This will be of concern as COVID-19 is likely to become a seasonal

respiratory infection affecting temperate areas in winter. The spread of COVID-

19 would be concomitant with other seasonal infections such as flu, increasing the

pressure on health care services.

In addition, we found that for some islands, control of movements in peak summer

tourist season has the potential for delaying the introduction risk for more than six

weeks i.e. beyond the summer holiday period which is a period of high mobility of

people potentially inducing a risk for rapid spread. Control of movements could be

considered in the emergence of a new variant escaping the vaccine to protect the

local community, but movement restrictions would be implemented at the expense

of the economic growth which results from freedom of movements.

Appendix

The parameters used in the simulations are detailed in Table 3.

Table 3: Parameters

Parameter Meaning Value Ref

1

ν
Latent period 5.13 days (More et al., 2020)

1

ρ
Asymptomatic infectious phase length 7 days (Byrne et al., 2020, He et al., 2020)

1

µ
Presymptomatic infectious phase length 2.5 days (More et al., 2020, Byrne et al., 2020)

1

γ
Symptomatic infectious phase length 7 days (Byrne et al., 2020, He et al., 2020)

To describe the infection process we used the following notations:

• p = 0.05 the infection probability of a contact between an infectious person

and a susceptible person

• Au,k is age class k at node u.

• Xt(Au,k) where X is a compartment in the compartmental model is the num-

ber of individuals in compartment X in age class Ak in node u at time t

• Nt(Au,k) is the total number of individuals in age class Ak in node u at time

t

• It(Au,k) is the number of individuals in any infectious compartment in age

class Ak in node u at time t
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• pt,I(Au,k) =
It(Au,k)
N(Au,k)

is the proportion of age class Ak in node u at time t

that is infectious, and as pt,S(Au,k) =
St(Au,k)
N(Au,k)

the proportion of age class Ak

in node u at time t that is susceptible

• C is a matrix describing contact between age classes, where Ci,j is the expected

number of contacts that an individual in age class Ai has with an individual

in age class Aj .

The number of infectious contacts at node u is calculated by first generating

for each infected person in Au,j how many contacts this person had with people

in Au,i. We randomly sampled from a Poisson distribution, P(yt−1Ci,j). Then for

each infectious person, and its random number of contacts contacts, we randomly

sampled from a hypergeometric distribution (the hypergeometric distribution is

used instead of binomial because we assumed the contacts are with unique people,

hence the random sampling must be done without replacement), with parameters

Hypergeometric(Nt(Au,i), St(Au,i), contacts), i.e. we sample contact times in the

total population of node u, with a ”success” being a susceptible person. These

potentially infectious contacts for all people are then summed.

The number of between node infectious contacts at time t is calculated by first

randomly sampling the number of commutes originating from infectious people in

u, using a Binomial distribution,

commutes from infectioust ∼ Bin(pt−1,I(Au), xt−1 ∗ w(u, v))

Then given a number of such commutes, we selected those that targeted suscep-

tible people in v.

commutes from infectious to susceptiblet ∼ Bin(pt−1,S(Av), commutes from infectioust)

After adding the number of within-node and between-node potentially infectious

contacts, we sampled the number of new infections from a Binomial distribution:

infectious contactst ∼ Bin(contactst, p)

The code for the model framework is publicly available: https://github.com/

ScottishCOVIDResponse/simple network sim/.
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